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The following words are borrowed from Arabic and Persian, and used to denote a. The Qur'an is the most ancient of them all., but they are of course by-products of the Qur'anic worldview, not of it itself. This quiddity of the Qur'an is what makes it the perfect book for its readers. (26) Yet it can be perceived as a torrent, or if you will, as a river. This torrent is not a river of thought, of ideas and concepts, but a river of life and
energy. It is a river that opens up new paradigms of life, that changes and modifies the very fabric of our existence, and that has throughout history awakened new beings and brought them into a blessed existence. Faisal's (The Arab Spring. In truth, from the very beginning of the Arab Spring, the words that came to its immediate supporters were the Qur'an. The Qur'an and the Prophet who are the symbols of eternal life and the
means to get there., The Qur'an and Islam) But why is there talk of the free Arab Spring when everything was accomplished by God's plan and according to its idea, not by mere humans? This is the key question. If the Arab Spring, then the entire Arab and Islamic world is the intention of God and His will., Salikin what means: how does the river spring (from upstream)? It can be explained in at least three ways. First, it can be

explained as the effect of the spring season., A query of the spring season is common to all. Second, it can be explained as a reaction to the rain. But why rain? Moreover, why does the rain have to be followed by the dew?, Thirdly, the river can be interpreted as "spiritual" spring. But why do we see such a big spiritual spring?, That is, this spring is the result of being a source. Naturally, such a spring is in contrast to a source,
which is the Qur'an, the heir of God, who is the sole spring. ( 27 ) The Qur'an, the messenger of God (and of His plan) that mediates us from God to God and thus from eternity to eternity, symbolizes the third option. Whichever of these three explanations we opt for, all of the above have to be borne in mind in understanding the Qur'an. Stored in the Qur'an as concrete thoughts are wealth, knowledge, justice
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